
Upon several visits to the site during peak commuter hours (07:00 - 09:00 / 16:00 - 18:00 weekdays) it was noted that, 
while cyclists who pass through the site as part of their commute to and from work may be the people who frequent 
this space the most, they tend to look up only at the start of their descent down or climb up the slope. Beyond that 
point, their focus shifts to navigating the path, their vision often missing the finer details of the site. The model 
constructed summarizes the primary views from the cycling commuter as they enter the site either from the top or 
bottom of the slope. By examining these translucent panels with 3D glasses, the viewer is given a blurred sense of 
movement, as the cyclist may experience the site. Model images above highlight views as the cyclist enters from 24 St 
SW.

1. Site Map (bike path shown in black). 
2. As seen by the cycling commuter entering 

from 24th St SW heading downslope. 
3. Details missed by the cycling commuter. 
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T H R O U G HJ U S T  P A S S I N G
Commuter Cyclist Views of Site
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1. Site Map (bike path shown 
in black). 

2. As seen by the cycling 
commuter entering from 
t h e B o w R i v e r P a t h 
heading upslope. 

3. Details missed by the 
cycling commuter. 
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From the bottom of the slope riding up, the cycling commuter is 
provided the opportunity to view a panorama of the site. However, 
due to the quick escalation of the slope, cyclist observed take one 
quick look up, then put their head down to grind out the climb, 
again missing the finer details of the site. The model images 
shown highlight views as the cyclist enters from Bow River Path.

Denotes the points where a majority of 
commuting cyclists focussed their attention on 
the bike path and stopped observing their 
surroundings, both while travelling up or down 
the slope.


